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Along with the development of the 20 centuries politics, economy, crime 
situation in world also appeared new variety, the drug crime is the typical model" 
have no victim" crime, investigating a mechanism traditionally to the type's crime to 
face whole and out of order danger, for coping with the new variety of the drug crime 
situation, all countries pertaining to crime investigates an organization to investigate 
means to also start toward high technique turn, high and hidden turn the direction 
development, "the technique probe measure" has become to investigate the valid 
means that the organization deals with the drug crime. But our country probe basic 
blank of the measure lawmaking to the technique, this kind of circumstances makes 
the technique probe to sink into a kind of appearance that has no preface, since broke 
the system value of law, and then influenced negatively to the aggressive function 
exertive. Owing to the stroke drug crime waits the rigorous situation that the serious 
pertaining to crime commit crime, the technique probes the lawmaking subject that 
the measure legalization is an of the utmost urgency. 
In addition to foreword, this thesis is divided into five sections: 
The first section: Introducing the technique probe of the concept and the creation 
background, and probe measure and related concept to make to the technique one 
distinction, avoid misty understanding. The end treatise technique probes the proper 
sex foundation of the system to lie in: The opposite of citizen basic right take the 
advantage to public benefits. 
The second section: From the characteristic of the angle analysis drug crime of 
the actual situation and investigate medium some hard nut to cracks face, point out the 
drug crime's investigation has to be adopted to investigate with general criminal case 
mutually distinct of special investigate a method. From the litigation function, defend 
function and improvement of investigating performance, three aspects argue 
techniques probe measure to investigate to have special value to the drug crime. 
The third section: Probing the law system to carry on an investigation in the 
world to the main nations and current technique in region, all countries law is 
widespread to rule the drug crime to investigate definitely medium can apply a 
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human rights of worth balance, again widespread establishment 0f strict restriction 
condition to probe the usage of the technique measure. 
The fourth section: Introducing the current rigorous situation of drug crime in 
our country, pointing out the change drug crime investigates a way to have important 
realistic meaning. Actual usage circumstance concretely elaborated an our country by 
the angle of the judicial fulfillment in the drug crime investigate. Point out that 
impossibly abandon technique probe measure in the drug crime investigation, should 
also value and strengthen the usage of the technique probe highly in some 
circumstance. 
The fifth section：Pointing out technique's probing measure has to be brought 
into a rule of law to turn orbit to reduce its bane to mankind as far as possible, make 
this kind of “necessary bad” drive repress to the minimum scope and the limit. 
Combine the our country state of the nation and judicatory practices a medium 
technique to probe measure to apply a circumstance, putting forward a technique to 
probe measure a perfect suggestion in the drug crime investigate. 
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